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May 17th, 2012 was the 30th anniversary of my arrival in the U.S. On that day back in 1982 aged 19 I
arrived for the first time in New York City fully expecting to be mugged as soon as I stepped off the plane
such was the city’s reputation at that time. Although I grew up in England I had spent Summers in
Toronto with my father as a teenager and the contrast between middle class North American life and
strike-plagued Britain in the 70s could scarcely have been sharper. The IMF had come to Britain’s rescue
while I was in school, and gloomy prognostications on the economy were the norm. America was
dynamic, exhilarating, the world’s focal point in so many ways. I concluded that the future lay west, and
New York’s financial markets drew me here. I needed to move to the U.S. more than anything I’d ever
wanted – like all immigrants, I found a way to make it happen. I was part of the biggest wave of
immigration the U.S. had seen since the huge influx of new citizens leading up to World War I in 1914. I
became a permanent resident in 1985 and a citizen five years later, the shortest possible route for one with
no family connections or refugee status.
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greatest. From afar, perceived through its culture, its impact on world events and unfailingly wealthy
American tourists, one sees a place of huge opportunity, excitement, energy, surprises, danger and
optimism. It’s an enthralling vision for anyone looking for those things.
In assessing the balance of potential investment returns and risks around the world, my experience is that
many non-U.S. investors hold a keener appreciation for the power of the American story. You can talk to
wealthy people from almost every corner of the world save North America and you’ll learn they need
only reach back a couple of generations to recall war and existential threats, loss of democracy and civil
rights, periods of lawlessness and moments when the future was most dire. The comparatively long
political stability, rule of law and military security enjoyed in the U.S. are far better appreciated by those
who haven’t always lived here. In addition, the dynamic economy fueled in part by a steady influx of
type-A immigrants is widely envied. President Reagan was my first president, and his sunny optimism
was uplifting for Americans as well as this immigrant just arrived from the Old World. It was then, and is
always, Morning in America.
Which is not to discount America’s many challenges, of which the fiscal and political ones remain
seemingly insoluble and therefore threaten much that is great. Top-down investment analysis can easily
arrive at pessimistic conclusions. The Math of America’s federal and state deficits defy easy solutions,
and increasingly partisan politics seems determined to court disaster by avoiding compromise.
Except that (and here’s the still starry-eyed immigrant talking) things have always worked out in the past,

and they probably will this time too. It didn’t take me long after I moved here to recognize the difference
between the European and American reaction to the insurmountable. Europeans glumly accept what they
cannot change; Americans eventually get angry, and the national psyche dictates that when confronted
with an apparently overwhelming challenge a commensurate response dedicating attention and enormous
resources alters the path of history.
Successful investing combines a belief in a positive future with a healthy respect for the possibility that in
the short run things may not work out as expected. The world’s a big place to be sure, but a constructive
outlook expressed through U.S. companies represents a sound long-term approach to growing one’s
savings faster than inflation. Market timing is ephemeral at best; our analysis of securities is bottom-up,
focused on good businesses with low debt that we believe are attractively priced. The risk profile of our
portfolios is largely driven by the opportunity set among the individual situations we’ve analyzed. Of the
big picture we are perennially cautious optimists. To be so is to remain squarely on the right side of 236
years of history.
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Last week I had the opportunity to attend the National Association of Publicly Traded Partnerships’
(NAPTP) annual conference in Greenwich, CT. All the publicly traded MLPs worth following are
present, so it’s an efficient way to see their presentations. The asset class continues to grow, and reached a
market cap of $220BN at the end of 2011 according to figures from Credit Suisse. Unsurprisingly
following last year’s strong performance, presenters were overwhelmingly constructive on the outlook for
their respective businesses. There is certainly no shortage of infrastructure projects on the horizon. The
Bakken Shale in North Dakota was producing 535,000 barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil by the end of
2011, placing it second only to Texas in the continental U.S. There’s also an estimated 1.85 TCFE
(trillion cubic feet equivalent) of oil-related natural gas in the region.
Further production increases are expected this year, and as a result significant rail and pipeline
infrastructure development is under way to transport this output south and east. Plains All American
Pipeline, LP (PAA) is one of the more active crude oil gatherers in the region and one of their projects is
an 80 mile crude oil pipeline in North Dakota with 50K bpd of capacity linking up new production with
an existing gathering system. PAA has a well-respected management team with a history of reliable
performance. They expect to grow their distribution by around 8% this year which provides a yield of
around 5.3% at current prices.
Oneok Partners, LP (OKS) is one of the largest gathering and processing businesses in the Bakken region.
They expect to invest $4.7BN to $5.6BN in growth projects through 2015 in natural gas and natural gas
liquids. Many MLP operators pre-sell capacity for new projects to producers and end-users before
committing capital, in order to mitigate the business risk. Their current distribution yield is on the low
side at 4.6% but they are entering a period of high growth in distributable cashflow (DCF) so the current
valuation is probably justified. Both PAA and OKS are holdings in our MLP Strategy.
Hedge Fund Mirage Update
I have received a number of speaking invitations as a result of my book. Perhaps most notably, I am
giving the keynote address on June 6 at the HedgeWorld Chicago 2012 conference. I am also giving a
series of presentations to various chapters of the Tiger 21 group, an association of high-net-worth
investors built around peer-to-peer learning. Providing investors with insights that can help them obtain
better outcomes from their hedge fund investments (or avoid them entirely if they wish, though there are
certainly some highly talented hedge fund managers) is turning out to be of great interest to a growing
number of people.

